An easy way to meet your sustainability goals:
offset your carbon emissions.
Carbon offsets are a fast and simple way to make real progress toward your sustainability goals.
One carbon offset is equivalent to removing one metric ton
of carbon dioxide, or CO2 equivalent, from the atmosphere.
By purchasing carbon offsets, you’ll contribute to projects
that negate or diminish greenhouse gas emissions, therefore
counteracting the emissions of your business.

As a result, your organization can:
Reduce its carbon emissions associated
with natural gas consumption
Support sustainable solutions and
projects in North America
Position itself as a leader in
environmental stewardship

Carbon offsets from Direct Energy Renewable Services
allows you to bundle carbon offsets with your natural gas
supply purchases, offsetting up to 100 percent of your
greenhouse gas emissions.

Achieve a competitive advantage by
tackling “green” operational and supply
chain mandates
Generate good will and heighten brand
awareness with your customers

One Management is a full-service energy consulting firm offering energy procurement, utility bill auditing, along with customized
energy cost reduction advisory and consulting services. One Management has been in existence since 2004, and is proud to
boast a clientel that includes multi-unit hotels, restaurants, Aerospace, private equity, REIT and medical clients – in addition to
many other sectors.
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generation and energy efficiency technologies to agricultural
and reforestation initiatives.

A bridge to longer-term carbon
reduction efforts
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Support carbon reduction projects
here in North America

If you purchase enough carbon offsets to balance all of your
emissions remaining after reduction efforts, your net
emissions will be zero. This is often referred to as becoming
“carbon neutral”.

Our carbon credits only support verified, high-quality
initiatives that are endorsed by North America’s most well
recognized and credible voluntary carbon project registries.
You can be sure your investment has a positive impact.

Carbon offsets are the only internationally recognized way to reduce
global warming pollution to zero:
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Product Benefits
Immediately meet your sustainability goals while
longer-term carbon reduction activities are implemented

Proceed confidently knowing that carbon offsets from
our renewable services are verified by the premier project
registries in North America: Verified Carbon Standard,
Climate Action Reserve and American Carbon Registry

Promote clean energy project development and
efficiency practices that curb pollution and align with
carbon emissions policies

Achieve a competitive advantage and promote your
business by negating or diminishing greenhouse gas
emissions

Enhance investor interest by reducing your carbon liability

How do carbon offsets work?
1. At the time of purchase, you will select a quantity or
percentage of your natural gas load to offset.
2. After you purchase your carbon offset credits, we will
present you with:
A certificate to mark your voluntary
sustainability purchase.
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